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ABSTRACT. Conservation biology and environmental anthropology are disciplines that are both concerned
with the identification and preservation of diversity, in one case biological and in the other cultural. Both
conservation biology and the study of traditional ecoloigcal knowledge function at the nexus of the social
and natural worlds, yet historically there have been major impediments to integrating the two. Here we
identify linguistic, cultural, and epistemological barriers between the two disciplines. We argue that the
two disciplines are uniquely positioned to inform each other and to provide critical insights and new
perspectives on the way these sciences are practiced. We conclude by synthesizing common themes found
in conservation success stories, and by making several suggestions on integration. These include crossdisciplinary publication, expanding memberships in professional societies and conducting multidisciplinary
research based on similar interests in ecological process, taxonomy, or geography. Finally, we argue that
extinction threats, be they biological or cultural/linguistic are imminent, and that by bringing these
disciplines together we may be able to forge synergistic conservation programs capable of protecting the
vivid splendor of life on Earth.
Key Words: anthropology; conservation; critical analysis; multidisciplinary research.

INTRODUCTION
Conservation biology has often been called a crisis
discipline (Pullin 2002, Wilson 2002). Its focus on
rapidly altering ecosystems, biological extinctions,
and the ultimate loss of biodiversity defines a
discipline that lacks the luxury of time (Chapin III
et al. 2000). Species are going extinct before they
have the chance to be recognized, while fewer and
fewer places on Earth represent fully functioning
ecosystems (May 1994, McCann 2001).
Although the discipline is relatively new, arising in
earnest in the late 1970s, the urgent nature of the
threats, coupled with the larger societal increase in
environmental awareness, has caused the practice
to grow at an exceptional rate. There are now
multiple journals dedicated towards conservation,
and the Society of Conservation Biology has over
5000 members.
Anthropologists too deal with rapidly changing
systems. Whereas conservation biologists deal with
biological extinctions, anthropologists who study
1

the relationship between indigenous or traditional
societies and their natural environment are often
faced with the erosion of linguistic or other cultural
practices (Berlin 1992, Sutherland 2003). The study
of human culture’s dynamic interactions with local
environments predisposes anthropologists in this
subdiscipline toward an understanding of natural
resource use. The terminology in this context is
hotly contested (see Agrawal 1995 or Ellen and
Harris 2000 for genealogical and analytical
discussions of these terms). Current research
frequently addresses environmental transformations,
development projects, and cultural continuity and
change (Berlin 1992, Stearman and Redford 1994,
Warren et al. 1995, Nazarea 1998, Silvano and
Begossi 2002). We have chosen to use “traditional
ecological knowledge” (TEK) in part because this
is the predominant usage among conservationists,
and in part to avoid confusion with specifically
indigenous concerns around religious practices or
intellectual property rights.
Throughout much of the 1980s and early 1990s,
conservation biology focused on “fortress” methods
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of conservation (Dugan and Davis 1993, De Vires
1995, reviewed in Sloan 2002). Humans were seen
as the ultimate cause of environmental degradation;
therefore, by sequestering large tracts of land and
removing human populations, “natural” areas could
be “saved.”
Although there is still a lively debate in the
literature, most researchers now recognize that the
social context and social impacts of conservation
are critical factors (Vieitas et al. 1999, Schwartzman
et al. 2000, Johannes 2002). Programs that garner
support of the affected peoples tend to survive,
whereas those that adopt a cavalier attitude toward
local peoples face significant challenges toward
maintaining long-term sustainability (Bowen-Jones
and Entwistle 2002).
The anthropology of traditional ecological
knowledge (TEK) also takes place in a changing
landscape. Because their research focuses on the
nexus of human and natural interactions, these
anthropologists must deal with ways in which rapid
and irreversible changes in the natural environment
can cause complex, nonlinear, changes in human
societies (Ernst 1999, Diamond 2004). Conservation
biology is in a position to add substantive
information to such research because of an existing
methodological, operational, and philosophical
framework to address the biological aspects of these
multifaceted problems (see Calamia 1996, Ross and
Pickering 2002 for examples). Furthermore,
conservation biologists are blessed with relatively
good access to funding resources and political
influence through states and international NGOs.
This is an aspect of collaboration that no social
scientist can afford to overlook.
However, because conservation biologists are often
ill equipped to understand the complexities of
human cultural interactions with the natural
environment, anthropologists of TEK are in a
position to offer advice. We suggest that the two
disciplines, conservation biology and anthropology,
are uniquely positioned to strengthen each other’s
work, and that the two form a potentially valuable
union. Why then, do we not see more formalized
collaborative efforts between them?

REASONS FOR THE DISCONNECT
To understand how we can bring conservation
biology and the anthropology of traditional
ecological knowledge (TEK) together, we first need
to understand some of the reasons the two
disciplines have not worked closely in the past, in
particular, for three major reasons: difficulties in
communication, cultural differences, and different
epistemological origins. By more closely
examining these causative agents, it is our hope that
we can reconcile these disparate disciplines.
Communication difficulties
Most researchers find themselves under tremendous
time constraints; too often staying abreast of the
current literature falls to the wayside under the
constant pressure from faculty meetings, tenure
evaluations, report deadlines, and teaching
responsibilities (Campbell 2005). Because of these
time constraints, few researchers find the time to
read through literature within their discipline, let
alone those journals that lie outside their academic
purview. Therefore, many conservation biologists
do not have the time to read potentially relevant
social science research, provided they would even
know where such data lie, and vice versa. These
factors leave cross-disciplinary publication as one
of the few avenues by which a researcher might be
exposed to other academic disciplines.
As language serves to bind a community together,
it also serves to exclude those not part of that
community. Publication in peer-reviewed media is
the currency of scientific discourse, and when that
publication is based on specific lexicon, we can
experience a discursive failure. When one publishes
in a journal there is an assumption of a shared
specific body of knowledge, which often is based
on, or at least expressed in, very discipline-specific
language. These languages can consist of obscure
words,. e.,g., hirsute, discipline specific words not
appearing in the larger language, e.g., euryhaline or,
perhaps most confounding, words that have
different meanings within the discipline than in the
general language, e.g., parsimonious. Because
many scientists publish using a ritual cadence and
form, it is difficult for one not trained in that
language to understand the nuances of the research,
or to participate within those journals.
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Cultural differences
Cultural differences in publication and career
advancement also serve to continue the disconnect
between conservation biology and most subfields
of anthropology. In general, anthropologists
seeking tenure at academic institutions are
encouraged to publish their findings in books and
peer-reviewed journals (P. West, personal
communication).
For a biologist in a similar situation, it is suggested
that research be published primarily in peerreviewed journals. Because many fields in biology
are rapidly changing, most biologists put a premium
on new research findings, thus few would think to
look in a book for the most current information
because of the editing and turn-around time required
for its publication.
Moreover, within academic communities there is an
awareness of varying levels of prestige ascribed to
journals, which is difficult to estimate outside one’s
academic field (Campbell 2005). Therefore, to
ensure the maximum return on their publications,
most young researchers tend to publish in venues
that will best advance their careers. Thus, we have
established a system that actively and methodically
serves to discourage young researchers from
publishing outside of their academic field.
Different epistemological origins
Although they may have similar goals, conservation
biology and the anthropology of traditional
ecological knowledge (TEK) developed from
drastically different disciplinary histories and
depend on widely variant philosophical bodies of
knowledge. As a subfield of anthropology, the study
of TEK also draws on economic botany, linguistics,
and archaeology (Clement 1998, Ellen and Harris
2000 and Zent, personal communication).
Conservation biology has its roots in forestry,
ecology, and game management (Meffe and Carroll
1997). Thus, whereas both sciences deal with
rapidly changing systems, and focus on the
interactions between humans and nature, they
address these issues with different epistemological
lenses.
The diverse data types used by anthropologists and
biologists stem from different approaches toward
discovery. The distinct approaches favored by

scientists from the two fields can be described
according to linguist Kenneth Pike’s categories of
emic vs. etic knowledge (Headland et al. 1990). An
etic perspective seeks to understand a phenomenon
from an outsider’s position, privileging those data
drawn from empirical observation, operationalized
definitions, and replicable situations. A researcher
working toward an emic understanding, on the other
hand, seeks to understand the phenomenon from the
perspective of the participants, according to their
own unique and culture-bound definitions
(Headland et al. 1990).
Whereas few research plans could be described as
entirely one or the other, the disciplines under
discussion show a distinction in their positioning on
the issue. The process of eliciting emic
understanding of natural environments, and
translating these understandings into a language
comprehensible to an outside audience, is the
mission that puts the “ethno” into an
anthropologist’s ethnographic study. Conservation
biologists, on the other hand, are steeped in the
doctrines and practices of positivism, and often deal
with more quantitative and discrete forms of etic
data.
These epistemological differences lead to distinct
methodologies, as part of each disciplines particular
history. An anthropologist studying TEK, like any
cultural anthropologist, is heir to that disciplines’
tradition of subjective, qualitative learning and
reflexive self-criticism. Anthropology’s classical
methods, such as participant observation and
immersive ethnography, have gradually expanded
to include deconstructions of culture, gender,
nature, and other textual discourses. As postcolonial
peoples began to assert their roles in describing and
defining culture, anthropology was forced to adopt
a self-analytical perspective. This reflexive pose
includes an awareness of the role the scientist plays
in contributing to culture change, and accountability
for the results of anthropological definitions of
culture.
These subjective research practices run counter to
the traditions within the physical and life sciences
of empirical testing of null hypothesis with multiple
controls. As such, conservation biology publications
rarely acknowledge the potential social impact of
science, especially on indigenous or marginalized
peoples. Because of their desire to remain objective
from the study, many biologists feel uncomfortable
participating in larger, more reflexive critiques of
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their disciplines impacts both direct, i.e., the study
site, but also indirect effects on local people's
economies (See West 2006). Fortunately selfcriticism is starting to make an entrée into the
conservation biology landscape (Robertson and
Hull 2001, Song and M'Gonigle 2001). Although
this is a heartening trend, conservation biology still
has much to learn as it develops into a more
inclusive, and ultimately a more robust, discipline
(Mascia et al. 2003).
BRINGING IT TOGETHER
Both anthropology and conservation biology as
disciplines need to engage each other intellectually,
to identify common research interests, and to pursue
them in an equitable, multidisciplinary fashion.
These common research interests could be process
driven, e.g., researchers interested in the impacts of
invasive species on natural resource use, taxa
driven, e.g., collaborators interested in the plant
family Solanaceae, or they could be geographically
driven, e.g., people interested in working in
Antongil Bay in Madagascar. Regardless of which
kind of interest is shared, identifying that interest is
the first step toward forging a productive
collaboration. How then to identify common
research interests? Below, we have identified some
actions that researchers in one discipline can take
to foster multidiscipline collaborations.
Anthropology integrated with conservation
biology
Conservation biology, as a discipline, is now
beginning to recognize that the culture and cultural
diversity are among the most critical factors in the
ultimate success of a conservation regime
(Huntington 2000, Pollnac et al. 2001, Hickey and
Johannes 2002, Johannes 2002, Kramer et al. 2002).
However, most conservation biologists received
their academic training through biology departments,
and few are well equipped to collect or analyze
qualitative data on human societies despite those
data being an understudied component of successful
management (Pierce Colfer et al. 1999, Huntington
2000). Conservationists increasingly realize the
need for critical analyses of human-mediated
environmental impact (Curran et al. 2002); scholars
bringing new perspectives from traditional
ecological knowledge are therefore likely to find a
willing audience in conservation biologists.

Intellectual parochialism serves to keep potential
collaborators apart, and any attempts by
anthropologists to breach that should be
commended.
To best bridge the divide, anthropologists working
with TEK should seek to be more involved in groups
such as the Ecological Society of America (ESA)
or the Society of Conservation Biology (SCB). The
latter organization has made significant steps
toward the kind of collaborative work we describe
with the founding of the Social Science Working
Group in 2003 http://www.conbio.org/workinggroups/
SSWG/. By participating in these societies,
including attending annual meetings, anthropologists
can build a strong network of potential
collaborators, become informed of the latest
techniques being developed and participate in the
debates within the larger conservation biology
community.
In a similar fashion publishing within the
conservation biology journals provides an effective
means to disseminate not only one’s specific
findings, but also the kinds of work being done on
traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) as a whole.
Both the Society for Conservation Biology (SCB)
and the Ecological Society of America (ESA)
publish peer-reviewed journals, e.g., Conservation
Biology and Ecological Applications, member
newsletters and applied journals geared toward
nonacademic practitioners, e.g., Conservation in
Practice and Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution.
These publications provide additional opportunities
for anthropologists to raise awareness of the kinds
of work they do, as well as representing excellent
forums for a unique perspective on on-going
conservation dialogues.
Conservation biology integrated with
anthropology
Despite gains made over the past decade and a half,
conservation biologists still need to improve their
recognition and integration of the human element
into conservation programs. A change in perception
is needed, from a mindset that sees humans only as
the cause of environmental degradation, toward one
that recognizes human society’s role in the
production of what we consider “natural” (Jackson
2001). When conservation biologists come to see
that cultural diversity is inexorably linked to
biological diversity (Atran et al. 2002), and that
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support of one can offer benefit toward the other
(Kirsch 2001, Drew 2005), then the role of the social
sciences will become apparent.
Conservation biology is a meta-term, encompassing
a variety of different practices, ranging from
genetics to geochemical analysis (Meffe and Carroll
1997, Robertson and Hull 2001, Drew 2005).
Because of the diversity of topics subsumed by the
title it can be difficult to understand what exactly is
meant by the term. This debate about how to define
conservation biology is not limited to those outside
the discipline. As one would expect for such a young
field, conservation biologists are still trying to
understand who they are and what role they have to
play in the larger scientific hierarchy.
This ambiguity about what it means to be a
conservation biologist offers a false appearance of
exclusion. Most conservation biologists would
agree that if one is actively seeking to understand
the impacts of humans on natural systems, no matter
how broadly defined, and the role those impacts play
in the maintenance of biodiversity, then one is doing
the work of conservation biology regardless of the
disciplinary tools used to conduct the research
(Robertson and Hull 2001). Despite this, the
majority of active conservation biologists have been
trained as biologists, and the kinds of articles they
published reflect that. In order to be more inclusive,
conservation biologists should seek to make their
findings more broadly applicable (Robertson and
Hull 2001). This could include publishing results in
anthropology journals, participating in anthropological
societies, and seeking to work in a multistakeholder,
multidisciplinary collaborative fashion (Dight and
Scherl 1997, Kremen et al. 1998, Wilkie and Godoy
2001, Mascia et al. 2003).
PUTTING IT TO WORK
Despite the challenges we have outlined previously,
we believe that working in a multidisciplinary
context can make it possible to achieve conservation
success. There is a small but growing body of
literature presenting case studies in which natural
and social scientists have joined together and
supplemented each other’s knowledge bases to
produce synthetic and innovative conservation
successes. Furthermore, it is encouraging to note
that these successes can be found in systems as
diverse as South African coastal regions (Harris
2003) coastal Canadian forests (Scientific Panel for

Sustainable Forest Practices in Clayoquot Sound
1995, Braun 2002), dry forests of Madagascar
(Loudon et al. 2006) and high Artic environments
(Huntington 2000).
These studies deal with a wide variety of
conservation scenarios; however, several overarching
themes make them applicable to a broader audience.
First, many of the conservation problems are
exacerbated by poor communication regarding the
conservation status of a protected area. By contrast,
highlighting the endemic nature of species or rarity
of ecosystems can lead to increased feelings of pride
and tenure over the success of an area on the part of
local communities (Loudon et al. 2006). Helping to
develop local constituencies for conservation is a
project well-suited to anthropologists who work
with traditional ecological knowledge (Mascia et al.
2003, Agrawal 2005). Second, these studies all
emphasize the importance of engaging local
communities at a variety of stages in the
conservation process. Although stressing “local
involvement” has become commonplace in
conservation literature, actual examples of
engagement are relatively rare. These projects have
benefited from the involvement of a variety of
community stakeholders in the policy-making
process, particularly through the use of
representative governing councils (Braun 2002,
Harris 2003). In both circumstances, anthropologists
in their liminal role as “culture brokers” can
facilitate the smooth interaction of stakeholders
from diverse backgrounds.
A closely related theme in these success stories is
the use of empirical science to demonstrate
conservation success. In the case of the South
African mussels, when conservation scientists set
up harvesting intensity plots, including adequate
controls, local people had clear evidence that current
levels of exploitation were unsustainable (Harris
2003). There is a sometimes a sense that science is
used as a tool to disenfranchise local people,
particularly when it comes to resource exploitation.
By making conservation science more transparent,
collaborations between social and biological
scientists can help offset this perspective.
An additional benefit of community involvement
with experiments and/or natural resource
management is the educational and employment
opportunities they afford local peoples. In many
Fijian communities, for example, working with
conservation NGOs is considered a profitable and
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prestigious job (Drew, personal observation) and in
many cases assisting with research can lead to
broadened educational horizons. Distributing these
and other material benefits of conservation research,
however, can lead to an infinite variety of social
complications (West 2006). The participation of
anthropologists, with their holistic perspective on
local systems of value and power, can help
conservation projects achieve more equitable
distribution of benefits.
Finally, these success stories all have been based on
extensive meetings with local people, often at the
village level. These meetings provide an
opportunity for a free-flowing exchange of ideas,
information, and equalizing power dynamics
between researchers and local peoples. In Papua
New Guinea, for example, community involvement
and perceived legitimacy of a marine reserve was
shown to be the single largest factor in that reserve’s
success (Cinner et al. 2005a,b).
Moving to a more generalized scale, then, we see
one final overarching theme that unifies successful
examples of collaborative conservation. In each
case, significant time was spent developing
meaningful relationships with local people; time to
explain the conservation situation and its local
pertinence, time to learn about local concerns and
their bearing on conservation. This is a timeframe
uniquely suited to the traditional methods of
anthropological fieldwork, with its emphasis on
cultural immersion over long periods.
The argument for long-term research and investing
time with local communities may seem to run
counter to the “crisis discipline” mentality of
conservation. Based on the material that we have
discussed here, however, here we argue that the
crisis discipline lacks discipline. Although we do
not want to downplay the immanency of extinction
threats, we do suggest that a meaningful investment
of time at the outset of a conservation program will
lead to much larger benefits down the line, in terms
of clarity, equity, and successful conservation
outcomes.
SUMMARY
In this paper we have attempted to show that
conservation biology and the anthropology of
traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) form an
auspicious union, yet that this union has not been

fully realized due to several factors. Fundamentally,
the two disciples suffer from past historical ghosts,
their differences run deep, and those differences in
data kinds, analyses, and philosophical approaches
toward research reflect the different academic
origins. Furthermore, current systems of tenure
evaluation and job promotion continue these
impediments toward cross-publication.
To rectify this disconnect, practitioners in both
disciplines need to seek innovative collaborations
based on areas of similar research interest.
Anthropological work on TEK will find an
appreciative audience in conservation biology
meetings and journals, whereas conservation
biologists need to continue to recognize the
interactions between humans, culture, and nature
and more clearly define what it means to be a
conservation biologist.
By forming multidisciplinary projects, researchers
can produce “Value Added Conservation” projects,
representing the greater intellectual depth and
breadth gained by including researchers from a
variety of fields into larger research plans. The value
of these collaborations has been recognized by a
variety of funding agencies that are seeking projects
with a broader impact on society (Campbell 2005).
The world’s problems are too complex, and the
threats are too immanent to work alone. Only by
joining together will we be able to truly understand
the interactions between people, culture, and nature.
Although anthropologists and conservation biologists
often work on similar problems, they have too often
failed to address these problems in a synthetic
fashion. Unfortunately, the disappearance of
diversity be it biological, cultural, or linguistic,
represents a dulling of the world within which we
live. If we decide that this diversity is worth saving,
then it is imperative that we record it and analyze
what is causing it to disappear. By integrating
conservation biology knowledge with results from
anthropological studies of the knowledge preserved
by local or indigenous communities, we can develop
more rigorous tools for both of these tasks.
Responses to this article can be read online at:
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol11/iss2/art34/responses/
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